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    https://www.facebook.com/groups/1226535837801301  

 

JOIN US FOR OUR SUMMER SOCIAL ON 
 

TUESDAY 7th June at 

THE ARENA 

 

Please note 

Doors open at 9.45 am for a PROMPT 10.15 am start 
 

 
We will welcome Butterflies Luxury Chocolate Co. for a 
demonstration of chocolate making, a talk and tasting. 

  

Including Refreshments 
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Letter from the Chair 

 

 

 

Hello members,          

It’s hard to believe we are almost halfway through 2022, a year of celebrations—the 10th anniversary year 

of Ilkeston u3a, the 40th anniversary of the u3a movement and the Queens Platinum Jubilee year. 

For the Open meeting, Tuesday 7th June we have a chocolate demonstration and tasting given by Claire 

or Bertie Bingham – the husband and wife team behind Butterflies Chocolates., a small luxury chocolate 

company from Pocklington. Learn all about the world of chocolate, from its ancient origins as a hot, spicy 

drink to the present day making of chocolate, from bean to bar. Throughout the talk there are various 

samples to try, such as Aztec Spice sipping chocolate, cocoa beans and cocoa nibs, including the 

finished product.  

To celebrate the Queens Jubilee year, it would be nice if you are able to wear a token red, white and/or 

blue item and if you have any memorabilia or memories of this historic occasion, maybe you could bring 

them to share with the members. 

Can I take this opportunity to remind the members who have not renewed their annual subscriptions, the 

June Open meeting will be the last time to renew, before unfortunately we have to remove your name 

from our mailing lists?  

We value you as a member of Ilkeston u3a and don’t want to lose you. so, if there is a problem or reason 

for not renewing your membership this year, please let me know as soon as possible. 

At the May Committee meeting, we discussed re-introducing the charges for tea/coffee and visitors. So, 

for the first time since Covid, at the July meeting we will be charging 50p for the tea/coffee and biscuits.  

The charge for visitors is £2.00 per meeting but this will be refunded if the visitor enjoys our company and 

joins Ilkeston u3a at the meeting. 

There will be no charges at the June Open meeting. 

Now I do have some very sad news, one of our members, Cuthbert Wilkinson, who moved to Lincolnshire 

to be closer to his daughter during the Covid lockdown, has sadly passed away. Cuthbert made many 

friends in Ilkeston u3a and was one of life’s true gentlemen and he will be missed by many friends and 

members of Ilkeston u3a. 

If you require more information, please contact either Linda McKay or myself. 

Finally, I have just been informed of a mis-timing and communication problem at the Arena and as a 

result, another function is due to start immediately we vacate the room, so tidying and clearing the room 

may be a little rushed.  

The start of the meeting will be 10.15am prompt, so please make sure you are seated by 10.15am, so 

we can relax and enjoy the morning meeting without feeling too rushed. 

I realise many members are planning to celebrate the Queens Platinum Jubilee weekend with friends and 

family and maybe feel you have done enough celebrating but I do hope you will come and enjoy our June 

Open meeting. 

Kindest regards  

Ann        
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Programme of Events for Ilkeston u3a 2022/23 

 
(N.B. subject to change or cancellations) 

 
June 7th  
Summer Social Open Meeting 
Butterflies Luxury Chocolate Co — A demonstration of chocolate making, talk and 
tasting. 
 
July 5th   
David Coleman—Pitman Stories 
Poems and anecdotes that are all based on a career spent in the pits. 
 
August 2nd   
Malcolm Durroch—A Bridge in Time  
The story of the Bailey Bridge. 
 
September 6th  
Ian Morgan—Bolsover Castle through the Ages 
From humble Norman beginnings to magnificent castle to the beautiful shadow of 
its former glory. 
 
October 4th   
Interest Groups Fair and recruitment drive 
 
November 1st  
Paul Newsham, Forensic expert—History of Superstitions 
 
December 6h 
Christmas Social Open Meeting 
Speaker Milly—The Spirit of Gin 
An opportunity to celebrate Christmas with our members. 
 
January 3rd  
TBA 
 
February 7th 

Ashley Franklin—My Derbyshire Life 
Professional photographer Derbyshire Life and Countryside magazine. 
 
March 7th  
TBA 
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Revised Interest Groups List 
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Interest Groups Round-up 

Family History Group 

The inaugural meeting of Family History Research 

Group was held on 12th May. It was almost a full 

house with 18 of its members present and rearing 

to go with their research. 

We shared our experiences to date with a few 

entertaining and interesting stories, and discussed 

what we wanted from the group and where we 

were all at with our knowledge on the subject. 

Some of us have been researching for many 

years, whilst some are completely new to this 

absorbing pastime.  

Next month we are going to help those just 

beginning with a round-up of recommended 

practise on ‘Getting Started’. Then we will be 

looking at the largest free genealogy website in 

the world—Family Search, one of the ‘go-to’ 

websites for any family historian.   

“The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 

Saints provides Family Search free of 

charge to everyone, regardless of tradition, 

culture, or religious affiliation. Family Search 

is dedicated to preserving important family 

records and making them freely accessible 

online. Their work is worldwide and has 

involved collaborations with more than 

10,000 archives and partners in over 100 

countries.”  

I’m excited to say that Stephen Dyer, the u3a 

Specialist Genealogy Adviser, will be visiting 

online partway through our next meeting, with a 

ZOOM talk reviewing Family Search’s new 

research guidance notes and help on how to 

research their vast genealogical records.  

Christine Keighley, Group Leader 

 

History 1 

The subject for our April meeting was a talk on the 

'Battle of Agincourt’ by our own John Smart. We 

were too soon aware that our school history 

lessons had disappeared into the mists of time. 

Agincourt was a part of the Hundred Years war, 

during which the French Crown was contested. 

On October 25th 1415 a small and exhausted 

English army won a miraculous victory against the 

French in one of the most famous battles in 

English history. Henry V’s army of 12,000 

besieged the costal town of Harfleet, expecting a 

quick victory, but the defenders were well 

motivated. By the time the town fell the English 

army had been ravaged by dysentery, with 

thousands dying in miserable agony. By now, 

Henry’s army was too small to fight the French 

directly, so he decided to march to the English 

held town of Calais.  However, the French 

gathered a vast army of up to 50,000, blocking his 

route. The English army was largely comprised of 

longbowmen, lower class men but skilled with the 

longbow which required massive strength. The 

French, on the other hand were more aristocratic. 

Scorning the use of ‘cowardly’ crossbows, they 

were confident in their cavalry. The only thing that 

the British had in their favour was the battle 

ground. This was narrow, muddy and hemmed in 

by thick woodland. This was bad terrain for 

horsemen, but they launched their attack and met 

the volleys of arrows. Slowed by the heavy mud 

and confronted by angled stakes set into the 

ground by the English bowmen, they failed to 

reach the English lines. The French then launched 

their heavily armoured men-at-arms, which gave a 

high degree of protection against the English 

bowmen, but by the time they had ploughed 

through the heavy mud, in heavy armour, they 

were utterly exhausted. Fresh and unencumbered 

by heavy armour, the longbowmen were able to 

dance around the French and hammer them to 

death with swords, hammers and the mallets they 

had used to hammer the stakes in with. The 

French poured more and more men into the fight, 

but the narrow terrain and ground conditions 

defeated them. Henry’s army made it to Calais. 

The prisoners they took at the battle almost out 

numbered the English and with many French men 

still in the vicinity the king had all the prisoners 

killed, much to the disgust of his men, who had 

hoped to sell them back to their families, as many 

had come from wealthy French families. 

Shell-shocked by the defeat, the ailing French 

King Charles VI declared Henry his heir in 1420. 

England had won.  

Alwyn Holmes 
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 Interest Groups Round-up continued 

History 1 continued 

Following on from our excellent talk in March by 

John Smart, our May meeting was devoted to a 

coach visit to the Royal Armouries at Leeds. We 

were joined by members of History 2, along with 

other U3A members. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Royal Armouries were opened in 1996 as a 

part of the regeneration of the docks area. This 

has become a growing, mixed development of 

retail, office and leisure by the river Aire in central 

Leeds, with large residential water-side 

apartments. The armouries museum is spread 

over 5 floors, displaying almost 8,000 objects.  It 

has an amazing range of displays, talks and 

diorama.  I think we were all surprised at the scale 

of the place.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We saw demonstrations and listened to speakers 

and completely ran out of time to see all we 

wanted to. We saw weaponry, arms and armoury  

dating over hundreds of years all beautifully 

displayed. We couldn’t do it justice in one day, 

and all for free, except for the excellent dining 

facilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alwyn Holmes 

 

Golf 

Monday 9th May and only eight members played 

the Tower Course due to holidays.  Once again, 

Kev (The Bandit) came in with the best score of 

38, Greg with 41, a much improving Terry with 45, 

Ron 47 and young Mr Rollisson returning with us 

on 47.  Andrew and David tied with 48 and Bob 

scored a big 54.  Our next outing is on 6th June.  

Peter  Winfield 

 

 

Hall of Steel 
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 Interest Groups Round-up continued 

Scrabble Group 

Here are some of our Scrabblers deep in thought.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We meet on the second and fourth Monday of 

each month at Rutland Cottage, Heanor Road 

from 2 to 4 pm. 

If you’re interested in joining us please contact 

either myself or Margeret Cuttell (see website 

http://ilkestonu3a.org.uk/ for more information).  

Ann Shoebridge 

 

History 2 

Medieval Graffiti 

What is it? 

Today we may think of graffiti as a type of urban 

vandalism with writings or images on walls or 

other surfaces, often in vivid colours and with 

sometimes offensive details. 

The term “graffiti” is used in art history to describe 

inscriptions or drawings scratched into a surface. 

Nowadays, research has suggested that the 

medieval graffiti we find in churches, houses, 

barns and other old buildings was created with a 

specific purpose. People would scratch or carve 

symbols as an act of devotion or to bring good 

luck and protection from evil. If you look carefully 

you can find a whole range of marks made by 

stonemasons or other people, showing ritual 

protection symbols, animal images, demons, 

angels, human figures, heraldic marks, merchants 

marks and almost anything else you can think of. 

Ritual protection marks and magical symbols 

These marks date back from the 15th to early 19th 

centuries when many ordinary people were still 

semi-literate and belief in the supernatural world 

and witchcraft was widespread and a part of 

everyday life. The marks were believed to keep 

evil at bay and in churches and buildings were 

placed by doors, windows, chimneys and 

fireplaces or by any other openings where witches 

and demons could enter. 

One of the most common types of protection mark 

is known as a “daisy wheel” or six petalled flower 

and this could easily have been scribed with a pair 

of compasses, dividers or even scissors. The 

design can vary in size and complexity, from a 

single flower to a group of several interlinked 

ones. The origin of the design is uncertain but it is 

thought to represent the sun. 

 

Another common protection mark 

known as a “witch mark” is made 

up of two overlapping V’s and is 

believed to represent the Virgin 

Mary or Virgo Virginium. 

 

 

Heraldic marks or Coats of 

Arms of knights or wealthy 

families can vary from simple 

shield designs, which could be 

recognised by followers or 

enemies, to more complicated 

designs depicting such things 

as helmet crests or weapons, and hunting 

symbols. 

Merchant’s marks or Guild marks were usually a 

small symbol used in place of a signature, like a 

trademark or logo that we have nowadays. In 

churches they can be quite elaborate and were 
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 Interest Groups Round-up continued 

often placed in a prominent position paid for by a 

merchant to demonstrate his wealth. They can 

also be found marked 

on tombs by fellow 

guild members in 

remembrance of their 

departed colleague. 

Mason’s marks 

These can be seen on blocks of stone that were 

cut and shaped to make up walls, columns, 

arches and windows. Masons were usually paid at  

 

 

 

 

 

 

piece-work rates so they marked their stones to 

show their paymaster how much work they had 

done. They may have had their own mark or may 

have been given one if they joined a new team. 

Most marks are drawn freehand and consist of a 

few straight lines that cross or form a simple 

pattern. Unlike the general graffiti marks they tend 

to appear higher up on stonework more easily 

reached with ladders or scaffolding. 

Other graffiti marks which appear regularly are 

sailing ships and windmills, hoping for either the 

safe return of a ship or a good corn harvest.             

 

Pentagons, mazes, crosses and criss-crossing 

diagonal lines are all meant to confuse demons 

and witches. 

Other types of protection from evil were charms 

and ritual concealments.  Shoes have often been 

found hidden away in old chimneys and under 

floorboards along with dolls, dead cats and witch 

bottles. 

Finally, there is much more information about this 

topic to be found in books and on the internet. 

Just Google “medieval graffiti” 

Dave Thacker 

 

Patchwork and Quilting 

This photo is of Anne Woods impressive jubilee 

bunting, we all loved the guardsmen! 

I don't know how she gets her points so sharp. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I made some cushions from kits bought from a 

Company called Hannah’s Room. They are online 

if anyone is interested. The hares were quite easy, 

the beach hut's appliqué was a little more tricky. 

Jenny Whittaker 

 

Dining Out 

We are continuing to enjoy a very sociable meal 

each month at a variety of hostelries.  In April we 

visited the Red Lion at Underwood and in May we 

returned, by popular demand, to the Coach and 

Horses in Horsley, where once again, we dined in 

in style in the conservatory.  Ann had an 

unexpected ‘extra’ on her plate, when a spider 

dropped down on to her plate and ran around the 

edge!  She let out a scream and pushed back her 

chair and the spider was removed. Apparently the 

scream was a quiet one compared to her usual 

ones at the sight of a spider!   

Janis Henshaw 
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Interest Groups Round-up continued 

Crafts 

Here are some finished projects from our Craft 

group. 

The suncatchers were made with 3 different types 

of wire. The first one is made into the shape of a 

cloud and the others are decorated with beads to 

either hang beneath the cloud or within it. Quite a 

time consuming job but with great results. Country 

cottage lavender bags were made from felt and 

embroidered with various designs. 

A selection of Miniature cards. 

Barbara Green 

 

Rambling 

Our May ramble was led by Carol and Denise. We 

set off for a 5 mile circular walk from Dale Abbey 

to Risley Coppice and around to Stanton by Dale,  

returning via Furnace Pond. It was a perfect 

morning to be walking with friends in beautiful 

countryside, with lush greenness, a clear blue sky 

and warm sunshine.  We concluded our walk with 

a meal at the Carpenters Arms in Dale Abbey 

accompanied by some raucous laughter from 

certain members of our group!  Our next walk will 

be on Wednesday 15th June and will hopefully be 

led by Colin and Alan. 

Dennis Henshaw 

Gardening 

We have recently had two interesting visits.   The 

first was at the end of April to Felley Priory, which 

we have visited previously but in another season.    

This time it was lovely to see the  beautiful array 

of tulips and border plants. Some members visited 

the Bluebell Wood which makes for a good stretch 

of the legs before reaching it but worth the effort.   

It was a lovely sunny day so we were able to take 

advantage of the sunshine by sitting in the tea 

room garden and sampling their lovely cakes and 

scones!   

The other visit was at the end of May to Trinity 

Farm at Awsworth which is organically managed.  

Lewis Winter  has owned the  17 acres for over 30 

years and from literally a building site has 

transformed it into an area for vegetables growing 

from seed in the poly tunnels and transplanted 

into the fields, which are sold in the on site shop.   

Before walking round the farm Lewis gave an 

overview of the business and how it has been 

developed over the years.   Pre-Covid he had 

young people working at the farm (mainly from 

abroad) and hopes this will gradually start again.    

He is keen to pass on his knowledge to them.   In 

the past he has had livestock but foot and mouth 

put an end to that and now he has some very 

healthy chickens for egg production which, again, 

are sold in the shop.  During the pandemic the 

demand for food created a very successful 

business for produce boxes and resulted in a real 

community spirit venture as he enlisted the help of 

colleagues to cope with the demand.   Myself and, 

I think most of the group were surprised how large 

the site was, what was available and what he had 

achieved  over the years.   He suggested we pay 

another visit for him to tell us about the ‘scientific’ 

aspect of bio diversity farming!!    I have to say he 

does give an interesting talk – I have only given 

an ‘overview’ as there was a lot to take in!! 

Barbara Bailey 

on behalf of the Garden Group 
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 What you wanted to share 

 

 

 

This poem is written to the tune of 

Worship Song “Majesty, worship His 

Majesty!”. 

 

 

Majesty 
 

Majesty, 

God bless Her Majesty, 

To her be honour, homage and praise, 

Majesty, kingdom authority, 

Flows from her throne 

Unto her own, 

Her praises raise. 

 

So bow down, lift up on high 

Queen Elizabeth, 

Honour her, seventy years on the 

throne, 

Majesty, 

God bless her Majesty, 

Lisbet who’s reigned, seventy years, 

Queen of all Queens! 

 

Majesty, 

God bless Her Majesty. 

 
Your Majesty 

 
Majesty, 

Your Majesty, 

Your subjects bow to you, 

Seventy years upon the throne, 

You ruled alone, 

With Philip by your side, 

To be your guide. 

 

So young 

When you began your reign, 

On the death of your father, 

So much pain, 

But duty called 

And you stood fast, 

No time to dwell  

On what was lost! 

 

For seventy years 

You’ve served us well, 

How many more? 

No-one can tell. 

Through thick and thin, 

Through good and bad, 

When you were happy, 

When you were sad. 

 

So 

We put up the bunting, 

Wave our flags, 

Raise a glass, 

Shout Hip! Hip! Hooray! 

On this 

Oh so momentous day! 

 

We salute you Ma’am 

God Save the Queen! 

Image by Jacob King/PA Wire/PA Images.   

Two Poems written by Janet Reeve to commemorate 

The Queen’s Platinum Jubilee 
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Memories of the Queens Diamond Jubilee in 2012 

 

Ilkeston u3a celebrated the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee with a social, 
including a Jubilee Hat competition and a table decoration competition. 

Members brought food that would have been eaten in the 1950’s. 

 

 

Jacky won the hat  
competition!  

Great hats, ladies! 
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Anagrams—Birds 

 

 

Answers on p. 15 

  ANAGRAM 
NO OF 
WORDS 

  

1 BALD BRICK 1   

2 OPEN DIG 1   

3 EDGE ALL GONE 2   

4 LIT TUBE 2   

5 USE ARROW SHOP 2   

6 A COVERED DOLL 2   

7 UK TYRE 1   

8 GERTS COLD 1   

9 IN ORB 1   

10 BULKY RACKET 2   

11 NO CALF 1   

12 TARGET IT 2   

13 ANTS GIRL 1   

14 NON DUCK 1   

15 HER FENCING 1   

16 FILL BUNCH 1   

17 RAPTOR 1   

18 ROB DEVIL 1   

19 COT TAIL 1   

20 ALL DRAM 1   

21 SAWN 1   

22 GOPHERS WADER 2   

23 RENT BIT 1   

24 A LITTLE DOTING 3   

25 CROOKED PEW 1   

26 ELK REST 1   

27 PIN DRAPES 1   

28 WASH PARK ROW 2   

29 NO BRAWL 2   

30 FAILED REF 1   

31 CODE KEEPER WRONG 2   

32 LONE EGG DEAL 2   

33 MR CARTOON 1   

34 EGRET 1   

35 DREW GIN 1   

36 HIKING REFS 1   
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Split Words—Countries & Capitals 

 

Answers on p. 16 
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More Puzzles 

 

 

 

 

 

Quizzes are great fun, good for socialising, making new friends, exercising the 

little grey cells, friendly competition just for the fun of winning, so come along and 

see for yourself, join the Quiz group at Ilkeston Fire Station. 

Dates for your diaries: 

Next meetings:   Thursday 16th June 2022    2.00 – 4.30pm. 

    Thursday 21st July 2022     2.00 - 4.30pm. 

    Thursday 18th August 2022  2.00 – 4.30pm  

Come and join the fun 

NINE LETTER WORD SQUARE 

Normal word square rules apply 

All words must include the shaded letter. 

  Can you find the nine letter words? 

 

There is 1 nine letter word  
At least 3 X 8 letter word, 5 x 7 letter words, 5 
x 6 letter words  
7 x 5 letter words 2 x 4 letter words. 

A T U 

E Q T 

I N S 

Answers on p. 17 
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Anagrams——Answers—Birds 

   
ANAGRAM 

NO OF 
WORDS 

ANSWER 

1 BALD BRICK 1 BLACKBIRD  

2 OPEN DIG 1 PIDGEON  

3 EDGE ALL GONE 2 GOLDEN EAGLE  

4 LIT TUBE 2 BLUE TIT  

5 USE ARROW SHOP 2 HOUSE SPARROW 

6 A COVERED DOLL 2 COLLARED DOVE  

7 UK TYRE 1 TURKEY  

8 GERTS COLD 1 GOLDCREST 

9 IN ORB 1 ROBIN 

10 BULKY RACKET 2 BLACK TURKEY  

11 NO CALF 1 FALCON 

12 TARGET IT 2 GREAT TIT  

13 ANTS GIRL 1 STARLING   

14 NON DUCK 1 DUNNOCK  

15 HER FENCING 1 GREENFINCH 

16 FILL BUNCH 1 BULLFINCH  

17 RAPTOR 1 PARROT 

18 ROB DEVIL 1 LOVEBIRD  

19 COT TAIL 1 COAL TIT  

20 ALL DRAM 1 MALLARD  

21 SAWN 1 SWAN 

22 GOPHERS WADER 2 HEDGE SPARROW 

23 RENT BIT 1 BITTERN 

24 A LITTLE DOTING 3 LONG TAILED TIT  

25 CROOKED PEW 1 WOODPECKER 

26 ELK REST 1 KESTREL 

27 PIN DRAPES 1 SANDPIPER   

28 WASH PARK ROW 2 SPARROW HAWK  

29 NO BRAWL 2 BARN OWL  

30 FAILED REF 1 FIELDFARE  

31 CODE KEEPER WRONG 2 GREEN WOODPECKER 

32 LONE EGG DEAL 2 GOLDEN EAGLE  

33 MR CARTOON 1 CORMORANT 

34 EGRET 1 GREET 

35 DREW GIN 2 REDWING 

36 HIKING REFS 1 KINGFISHER 
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Split Words—Countries & Capitals—Answers 
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More Puzzles Solutions 

 

NINE LETTER WORD SQUARE 

  
 

 

 

 
 

Normal word square rules apply 
All words must include the shaded letter. 
 Can you find the nine letter word? 
 
There is 1 nine letter word  
At least 3 X 8 letter word, 5 x 7 letter words, 5 x 6 letter words  
7 x 5 letter words 2 x 4 letter words. 

A T U 

E Q T 

I N S 

9 Letter word: QUAINTEST 

8 Letter words: ANTIQUES, QUANTISE, QUINTETS 

7 Letter words: ANTIQUE, ASQUINT, INQUEST, QUINATE, QUINTET 

6 Letter words: QUAINT, QUIETS, QUINTE, SEQUIN, SQUINT 

5 Letter words: QUASI, QUEST, QUIET, QUINS, QUITE, QUITS, SQUAT 

4 Letter words: QUIN, QUIT  


